
i heart you! is there any other image that 
speaks more to the heart of being a girl 
than an actual heart? hearts are more than 
just valentine’s day—they’re universal, 
iconic, and on trend. plus, they’re highly 
photographable and resonate with our 
core customer and beyond.

“i heart new york.” i love lucy. the queen 
of hearts. hearts are classic, always in 
season, and understood in every language. 
who hasn’t signed a letter or sealed an 
envelope with a heart? or better yet, who 
hasn’t used a red heart emoji?! it’s only the 
most used emoji out there!
 

hearts: a 365-days-a-year thing
hearts are also a HUGE trend. last fall the runway was filled with hearts—we’re talkin’ 
marc jacobs. rodarte, proenza schouler, and gucci. yves saint laurent made a furry  
heart-shaped coat that was worn by rihanna, cara delevingne, and kendall jenner. 
and hearts are alllll over the logo world! comme des garçons has one that it puts on 
everything, and major companies like cvs and southwest have even been using one.

ban.do has been a longtime crusader of hearts. just look at our old logo—yup, a heart! 
our very first phone cases had hearts on them and sold out instantly. and who can forget a 
little heartthrob named herbie or the popular extreme supercute hearts print?!  
 
and it’s not just us, all girls love hearts! from drawing a heart around you and your crush’s 
initials, to telling your bff that you heart her forever, to belting out “total eclipse of the 
heart,” hearts are totally irresistible to girls everywhere.
 
with so many reasons to be obsessed with hearts, this love affair is one that’s gonna last!

happt 
heart 
flair!
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